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Materials:  
02     Bead Gallery® I solemnly swear charm (using backside) (15706) 
02     Bead Gallery® Czech green glass large lentil (16717) 
02     Bead Gallery® Patina Connector (13965)  
02     Bead Gallery® Patina Aum Symbol charm (14553) 
02     Bead Gallery® Czech amber large lentil (16779) 
02     Bead Gallery® Czech red glass large lentil (16780) 
02     Bead Gallery® antique gold tone peace charm (14546) 
02     Bead Gallery® antique gold tone feather charm (14548) 
02     Bead Gallery® antique gold tone floral connector (13964) 
02     Bead Gallery® Czech red oval (16778) 
02     antique brass 2” eye pins 
02     antique brass 2” head pins 
04     antique brass ear wires 
02     gold tone 2” eye pins 
02     gold tone 2” head pins 
04     gold tone 4mm jump rings 
04     gold tone ear wires 
 
Tools: 
Wire nippers 
Round nose pliers 
2 chain nose pliers 
 
Level of difficulty (Beginner) 
 
Time – 15 minutes per earring set 
 
Instructions: 
 
      Czech Green Coin Earrings 

1.  Using 2” brass eye pin, string green lentil and form a 
simple loop. 

2. Open end loop and attach coin charm. 
3. Remove jump rings from patina connector. 
4. Open other loop end and attach to connector. 
5. Attach ear wire to top connector loop. 
6. Repeat steps 1-5 for 2nd earring. 

 
     Czech Red Feather Earrings 

1.  Using 2” gold eye pin, string red oval and form a 
simple loop. 

2. Open end loop and attach feather charm. 
3. Remove jump rings from gold connector. 



4. Open other loop end and attach to connector. 
5. Attach ear wire to top connector loop. 
6. Repeat steps 1-5 for 2nd earring. 

 
     Czech Aum Earrings 

1.  Using 2” brass head pin, string amber lentil and form 
a partial wrapped loop. 

2. Connect loop to bottom of Aum charm and 
complete wrapped loop. 

3. Attach ear wire to top charm loop. 
4. Repeat steps 1-3 for 2nd earring. 

 
     Czech Peace Earrings 

1.  Using 2” brass head pin, string red lentil and form a 
simple loop. 

2. Attach 2 jump rings to the bottom right and left side 
of peace charm. 

3. Open loop from step 1 and connect to jump rings 
from step 2. 

4. Attach ear wire to top charm loop. 
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for 2nd earring. 

 
 
 


